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BACKGROUND



Problem gambling (PG) is more 
common in some forms of gambling

• Statistics from Sweden’s national PG helpline, 
gambling type that causes most harm (2016):
– 56% of callers: online casino and/or online slots

– 2% of callers: lotteries

• Comparative analysis of 18 prevalence surveys 
from European countries:
– EGMs & casino gambling often strongly associated 

w/PG

– Lotteries never strongly associated w/PG



Problem gambling (PG) is more 
common in some forms of gambling

• Many other studies & statistics show the same 
picture

• Behavioral, addiction, cognitive, 
neuroscientific, sociological theories explain 
this picture



But some research appears to show 
another picture

• “Statistically controlling for gambling involvement
substantially reduced or eliminated all statistically 
significant relationships between types of 
gambling and disordered gambling” (LaPlante, 
Nelson, LaBrie & Shaffer, 2011)

• “… after controlling for involvement … the 
relationships between games and gambling-
related problems disappeared or were 
attenuated” (LaPlante, Afifi & Shaffer, 2013)



But some research appears to show 
another picture

• Involvement = participation in multiple forms 
of gambling

• Other studies show complex relationships 
between forms of gambling, PG and 
involvement



How does this make sense?

• How can the apparently discordant results of 
previous studies be explained?

• How are involvement, PG and specific forms of 
gambling related?

• Focus on the Swedish context



OUR SWEDISH STUDY



Binde, Romild & Volberg (2017)

• Purpose: Explore associations between PG, forms 
of gambling, and involvement

• Data from Swedish Longitudinal Gambling Study 
(Swelogs, Wave 1)
– Data collected in 2008-2009
– 8,165 participants
– ~5,000 past year gamblers
– PG = CPGI 5+
– 8 major forms of gambling (land-based & online)

• Chose not to use regression analysis to “control” 
for involvement



WHAT WE FOUND



Problem gamblers in different 
gambling forms



Gambling involvement (1)
Proportion of CPGI 5+ gamblers in relation to number of 

forms of gambling



Gambling involvement (2)
Proportion of non-PG & PG gamblers in number of forms of 

gambling



PG, involvement and intensity
Intensity = time & money spent

PG

Involvement Intensity

Predicts 
70% of PG

Strong correlation; 
part of PG definition

Strong correlation 
(both PG and non-PG)



Correlations between gambling 
involvement & intensity

Number of 

major 

gambling 

forms past 

year

Number of 

major 

gambling 

forms at 

least 

monthly past 

year

Money spent 

on gambling 

past 30 days 

(SEK)

Hours spent 

on gambling 

past 30 days

Number of major gambling forms past year –

Number of major gambling forms at least monthly 

past year

.53 –

(.51–.55)

(n = 4,756)

Money spent on gambling past 30 days (SEK) .54 .56 –

(.52–.57) (.54–.58)

(n = 3,759) (n = 3,759)

Hours spent on gambling past 30 days .61 .56 .71 –

(.59–.63) (.54–.58) (.69–.73)

(n = 3,759) (n = 3,759) (n = 3,759)



Constellations of PG, gambling forms 
& involvement



Discussion

• In Sweden, EGMs, casino games & bingo were 
closely associated with PG

• High involvement is associated with PG, but 40% 
of problem gamblers participated regularly in 
only one form of gambling

• Policy implication for Sweden: PG is concentrated 
in a few high-risk forms of gambling
– Prevention should focus on these forms



Limitations

• Cross-sectional data

• Does not distinguish between gambling in a 
physical venue and gambling online

• Not generalizable outside Sweden



WHAT ABOUT 
MASSACHUSETTS?



We are replicating this analysis using 
MA data

• Data from SEIGMA Baseline General 
Population Survey (BGPS)

– Data collected in 2013-2014 prior to any casinos 
opening in the Commonwealth

– 9,578 MA residents aged 18+

– ~6,500 past-year gamblers

– PG = PPGM

– 10 forms of gambling



Problem gamblers in different 
gambling forms



Gambling involvement (1)
Proportion of PPGM PG in relation to number of forms of 

gambling



Gambling involvement (2)
Proportion of non-PG & PG gamblers in number of forms of 

gambling



Constellations of PG, gambling forms 
& involvement



Preliminary Conclusions

• In Massachusetts, the types of gambling most closely 
associated with PG are bingo & horserace betting

• High involvement is associated with PG in Massachusetts 
but ~60% of problem gamblers participate regularly in 3+ 
forms of gambling

• Policy implication for Massachusetts: PG is NOT 
concentrated in a few high-risk forms of gambling
– Prevention should focus on bingo, horserace betting, casino 

gambling
– Prevention should also focus on high involvement gambling



Tack så mycket!

• For more information:

– Binde, Romild & Volberg, International Gambling 
Studies 17(3): 490-507

– www.umass.edu/seigma

http://www.umass.edu/seigma

